2008 - 2009

The strongest hope of conserving
rainforests lies with local communities
living in and around the forest

MESSAGE FROM

“We must reduce
deforestation and call on
those in power to deliver
lasting forest protection,
while securing the rights of
the people who live in and
depend on the rainforest for
their everyday survival. But
even the best schemes to
keep forests standing will
ultimately be of little use
if industrialised countries
don’t commit to seriously
reducing carbon dioxide
emissions. The effects of
climate change will spell
doom for many areas of
rainforest in any case.”
Sting,
Founding Patron
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THE RAINFOREST FOUNDATION

The mission of the Rainforest
Foundation is to support
indigenous peoples and
traditional populations of
the world’s rainforests in
their efforts to protect their
environment and fulfil their
rights by assisting them in:
• Securing and controlling the
natural resources necessary
for their long term well
being and managing these
resources in ways which do
not harm their environment,
violate their culture or
compromise their future.
• Developing means to protect
their individual and collective
rights and obtain, shape and
control basic services from
the state.
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It’s hard to know
quite how one should
feel about this year
reaching the 20th
Anniversary of the
establishment of the
Rainforest Foundation.
Most charities would
‘celebrate’ such an
event, but the reality
is that our continued
existence means
that we still have a
long way to go to
halt the destruction
of rainforests and to
protect the rights of
the many people
living in them.

When the Foundation was set up
in 1989, its first aim was to help
the Kayapo indigenous people
of the Xingu Valley in eastern
Amazonia fight the threat of a
series of hydroelectric dams. The
reservoirs behind the dams would
have inundated thousands of
square kilometres of the Kayapo’s
ancestral rainforest homelands. That
campaign was won, and the dams
were cancelled. In 1991, the 12
million acre Menkragnoti Territory was
legally recognised by the Brazilian
Government as an area set aside
for the Kayapo inhabitants, thereby
creating one of the largest contiguous
protected rainforest areas anywhere.
As a tidal wave of deforestation swept
across south-eastern Amazonia in the
following 15 years, the Menkragnoti
Territory and adjacent indigenous
areas now show clearly on satellite
images as islands of forest in a sea
of devastation.

where rainforests are found. We’ve
calculated that, altogether, we have
helped to get more than 100,000
square kilometres under protection;
mostly by helping local indigenous
communities gain legal rights to their
land.
But of course the reality is that
deforestation elsewhere continues
apace. As is now beginning to
be understood, this represents a
global threat, because destruction
of rainforests is one of the major
contributors to global climate change.
In fact dangerous climate change
can probably not be prevented
unless deforestation is halted, along
with massive reductions in carbon
pollution from industrialised countries.

So the coming year may see a stepchange in global determination to
tackle the loss of the rainforests.
We aim to secure the protection
of around one million more square
Since the 1990s, along with our
kilometres of forest for sustainable
sister Rainforest Foundations in the
use by local communities. If
USA and Norway, we have extended
governments can achieve equally
our successful approach to 15 other
ambitious targets, then hopefully,
countries, including all the main areas the next 20 years will be our last!

Simon Counsell,
Executive Director
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SELECTED HIGHLIGHTS
In 2009 our work focused on areas
within the Congo Basin. Here are
some selected highlights.
• Since the beginning of 2008, the
Rainforest Foundation UK (RFUK) has
succeeded in attracting significant
funds for ongoing work to map forest
communities’ lands. This is the first
step in helping communities secure
legal rights to the lands and territories.
• As a result of RFUK’s efforts,
governments are increasingly
acknowledging and stating in climate
negotiations that securing the rights
of the communities living in and
depending on forests is essential
to the success of any global deal
on climate change. RFUK has also
been instrumental in ensuring the
participation of local communities
in the development of the national
REDD (Reducing Emissions from
Deforestation and Forest Degradation)
programme in Democratic Republic
of Congo.

• With the support of RFUK,
organisations in the Central African
Republic were able to carry out the
first ever research on the situation
of indigenous ‘Pygmy’peoples in the
country.
• RFUK and its partners have entered
into a number of agreements with
national governmental institutions,
notably, the Gabon National Parks
Agency to help develop legislation
to protect the rights of an estimated
15,000 local and indigenous peoples
who live in and around national
parks. Similar agreements have been
established with the governments of
the Republic of Congo and Central
African Republic, acknowledging that
the approach that RFUK is taking
towards the protection of forest
communities’ rights to land and
resources is an important first step in
the process of fully recognising land
and resource rights.

• Marc Ona Essangui, the president of
RFUK’s Gabonese partner Brainforest,
was awarded the prestigious Goldman
Environmental Prize in April 2009.
• In Cameroon, a project aimed at
improving access to education for Baka
and Bagyeli children has been ongoing
since 2008. Baka and Bagyeli children
face widespread discrimination in the
education system, as well as by their
own peers at school, and this project
has been undertaking groundbreaking
work in Cameroon to address the
cultural and economic factors
that affect these children’s school
attendance and performance.

The Rainforest
Foundation has changed
the face of global
climate negotiations by
supporting indigenous
peoples and developing
country civil society
organisations to get
engaged.
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SECURING

Community mapping
in the Congo Basin
to empower forest
dependent people
Indigenous forest communities in the
Congo Basin region have virtually no
formal or legally recognised control
of the forest resources on which they
depend. We have been supporting
mapping work in four countries in the
region to equip and train civil society
organisations and forest communities
to be able to produce accurate, georeferenced maps for themselves
and to use these maps to press for
recognition of their rights to use and
protect their traditional forest lands.
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Indigenous peoples and forest
communities rarely, if ever, have control
over lands that they have occupied and
used for hundreds, if not thousands of
years. Their customary rights to those
lands are rarely recognized in statutory
legislation, leaving them without official
titles and vulnerable to exploitation.
The process of acquiring title is often
cumbersome and technical, which
effectively prevents many communities
from claiming such rights. The fact that
many of these communities inhabit
lands that are rich in natural resources
means that powerful interests are at
play, which increases the vulnerability
of forest communities.
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RFUK works to tackle some of these
challenges through assisting forest
people to map and demarcate their
lands and resources, and to use this
information as a basis for advocating
for their rights. We also provide legal
training for communities and the NGOs
that support them, to enable them to
engage in processes of developing and
implementing legislation that affects
their land rights.

Photo Credit: Thomas Marent

Current research
is shown that the
securing of land
tenure and traditional
rights is one of the
most effective ways
in which to protect
forests and reduce
poverty in forest
communities.

In the Democratic Republic of Congo
(DRC), the government is in the
process of developing a new national
forest zoning plan, which will show
which areas of forest will be protected
in the future, which exploited, and
areas that are likely to be destroyed
and cleared. Since 2006, with financial
support from the Department for
International Development (DfID) and
the Rainforest Foundation Fund (RF
Fund), RFUK has been working with the
Congolese Natural Resources Network,
(RRN), to carry out community-based
mapping in all ten of DRC’s forested
provinces.

Twelve mapping laboratories have been
equipped and are fully operative and
28 maps have been validated by the
communities; 146 mapping facilitators
and 21 GIS technicians have been
trained and 528 men and women from
both Bantu and indigenous Pygmy
communities have been trained as
local mappers by the project. A largescale mapping process has been
developed in the territory of Inongo,
Bandundu province. Maps have shown
that the areas traditionally occupied
and used by communities often overlap
with protected areas or areas devoted
to logging concessions and large scale
exploitation.
The project has linked in specifically
with ongoing policy and legislative
processes, channelling information
to the officials and organisations
concerned and trying to ensure that
community voices and perspectives
are included in legislation, policy and
planning – and in particular in the new
national forest zoning plan. The project
has enabled Congolese communities
and NGOs to share their experiences
with other groups working on mapping
and land tenure issues worldwide.

Starting in 2009, this work has now
been expanded to Gabon, the Central
African Republic and the Republic of
Congo, where we are also engaging
members of the local administration
and government Forest Ministry staff,
alongside our partner NGOs and local
communities. In each of the countries,
local mapping laboratories are being
equipped and staff trained, along with
an extensive network of community
mapping facilitators. The maps and
other data thus produced will be used
as a basis for communities to plan and
negotiate with local decision makers
who have an impact on the forest. They
will also feed into local, national and
regional planning processes, informing
technical and policy discussions about
land use planning and mechanisms
for preventing and monitoring
deforestation. This wider project is also
support by DFID.

REALISING

Improving the
access of Baka,
Bagyeli and Bakola
‘Pygmy’ children
to education in
Cameroon
In the 15 years that RFUK and its
partners in Cameroon have worked
closely with Baka, Bagyeli and Bakola
(BBB) communities the rights of
communities have been measurably
improved. However, one area of
frustration remains the difficulties they
face in accessing education for their
children. These indigenous peoples
face discrimination at school, as
well as school curricula that are not
appropriate for their cultures and ways
of life. This, among other challenges,
means that they suffer high school
dropout rates. The lack of educated
community members perpetuates
the continued political and economic
marginalisation of ‘Pygmy’ people.

The research produced a unique
insight into the obstacles facing BBB
communities in accessing education
and two regional workshops discussed
outcomes and next steps.
The strategy thus identified for RFUK
and its partner CED is: lobbying for
improvements in the educational
system in Cameroon and testing
concrete measures to improve access
to education, and the appropriateness
of education curricula for indigenous
children, in two pilot sites.

Working alongside local NGOs such
as the RACOPY (Recherche Actions
Concertées Pygmée) ‘Pygmy Action’
Network, we have also taken practical
To respond to communities’ needs
steps to help address this problem,
RFUK and Centre for the Environment
so far helping some 50 children in 6
and Development (CED) undertook one primary schools and one secondary
of the largest participatory research
school. The success rate of the pupils
and the enthusiasm generated by the
projects in Cameroon to date. Men,
project are significant.
women and children in some 20
communities, local authorities and
teachers participated during several
weeks in 2008 in the work.
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20 YEARS OF IMAGES FROM
THE RAINFOREST FOUNDATION
These images are a
selection from our
20th Anniversary
retrospective exhibition
held at Proud Galleries
in London, October 2009
© Sue Cunningham

© Dr John Hemming

© Susan Schulman

© Thomas Marent

© Dr John Hemming
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For further information about the exhibition and specific images, please go to: www.rainforestfoundationuk.org/ecatalogue

CENTRAL AFRICA

RAISING FOREST PEOPLES’

Photo Credit: Susan Schulman

Ensuring these
forest dependent
communities
participate in
information gathering
means that their own
priorities and needs
are made known.
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Forest peoples are more often than
not excluded from any decision making
about what happens to their lands and
resources. This includes in decisions
about legislative reform, as well as
about development projects. The
internationally recognised principle
of Free, Prior and Informed Consent
is often not respected; where there
is a consultation process at all over
decisions affecting indigenous peoples
lives, it is often very deficient. They are
also under-represented in or excluded
from local administrations, and
therefore from many decisions which
directly impact on their lives.
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RFUK is working to strengthen the
voices of forest peoples through
training on rights, legal issues and
advocacy at the local and national
level, and through facilitating the
inputs of these communities and local
partner organisations in international
policy processes. In many cases, RFUK
also documents the rights issues
and challenges that indigenous and
forest communities face as a first step
towards raising awareness of their
situation.

UP THE HEAT ON CLIMATE CHANGE

Climate programme
accomplishments
Mounting concern about climate
change has placed rainforests back
on the global agenda in a big way.
Worldwide, forest destruction generates
20% of greenhouse gas emissions
each year – about as much as all
the planes, trains and cars on the
planet. Governments now recognise
the importance of protecting tropical
forests and are busily debating
how to include measures to save
rainforests in a new international
agreement to counter global warming.
However, the people who live in and
depend on those forests are too
often marginalized in the debate and
distanced from decision-making.
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In June 2008, RFUK formally launched
its programme on forests and climate,
coordinated by a full-time Policy
Advisor based in London. We believe
that, while the new enthusiasm for
protecting forests is welcome, we
cannot keep the forests standing
without the full engagement of forest
peoples. That’s why we’ve been helping
to ensure that forest peoples’ voices
are heard at the negotiating tables
where decisions are being made about
the future of their forests.
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Some of the proposed measures under
consideration to reduce emissions from
deforestation and forest degradation
(REDD) could pose significant threats
to the communities that live in and
depend on forests for their livelihoods.
RFUK believes that new climate
initiatives to protect forests should
benefit the communities who are the
guardians of the forest, not the big
logging and farming companies that
are responsible for destroying them.
That’s why RFUK has been working with
organisations throughout the Congo
Basin to expose the damage done by
industrial logging and test ways for
communities and the government to
earn income by caring for their forests
responsibly.

Throughout 2008-09, RFUK’s
forest-climate programme has:
• Helped to place the rights of forest
communities squarely at the centre of
the global policy debate on forests and
climate change. As a result of RFUK’s
efforts, governments are increasingly
acknowledging and stating in climate
negotiations that securing the rights
of the communities living in and
depending on forests is essential to the
success of any global deal on climate
change.

• Convened the first civil societygovernment dialogue on climate
change and forests in the Democratic
Republic of Congo (DRC). Since
facilitating this exchange in 2008,
RFUK and its partners in the DRC have
met frequently with the government
to discuss climate issues and have
worked together to organise public
meetings on the government’s forestclimate policies.

• Co-founded the first majoritySouthern, international ‘Accra
Caucus’ of forest peoples and civil
society organisations on forests and
climate change at the United Nations
climate negotiations. RFUK helped
bring more than 60 representatives
of rainforest communities and local
forest protection organisations to UN
climate negotiations in Ghana, Poland
and Germany, where decisions were
being taken about how their forests
would be protected and used in the
future. Since the first meeting of the
caucus in the summer of 2008, it has
grown to include over 160 members.
The presence of these developing
country representatives has irreversibly
changed the face and the tenor of the
UN climate negotiations.

• Secured civil society and indigenous
organisations’ participation in the
development of a national plan for
reducing deforestation in the DRC.
• Supported five training workshops
on climate change for forestdependent communities and their
support organisations in the DRC and
neighbouring countries, helping to lay
the foundations for a regional network
on forests and climate issues in the
Congo Basin.

• Helped develop a pilot project in
Cameroon to test approaches to
rewarding forest communities for
the climate and other environmental
benefits that their healthy forests
provide. Through work with two villages,
RFUK is helping to reinforce the skills
of local communities to monitor the
health of their forests, develop income
generating activities, and strengthen
community systems for managing
and distributing revenues. These
activities, which will extend into 2010,
will provide lessons for the design of
future initiatives to reward communities
for their stewardship of forests in the
Congo Basin.
• Organized three international
seminars at the UN climate talks that
brought government officials, forest
peoples and international NGOs faceto-face for frank exchanges on what it
will take to make a forest protection
work in practice, for forest peoples and
the climate.
• Helped build an alliance of European
organisations committed to protecting
forest community rights, preventing
the expansion of industrial logging
and the destruction of forests to make
way for tree plantations and industrial
farms. This alliance has also played a
key role in preventing forest protection
from being used as an excuse for
industrialised countries to continue
polluting.
• Successfully fought to ensure that
international climate programmes
led by the World Bank commit
to protecting natural forests and
respecting the rights of indigenous
peoples.

FOREST COMMUNITIES

In some areas, the very existence of
rainforests today is evidence that
forest communities are not only
effective forest managers, but
have skills and knowledge about
environmental protection that
others could learn from.

Photo Credit: Kate Eshelby

However, such skills and knowledge
are often not recognised and these
peoples are often wrongly accused
of being responsible for forest
degradation. Industrial logging,
agricultural clearance, oil and gas
exploration, government policies, and
even nature conservation organisations
are evicting the very people from the
forest who have been its custodians for
centuries.

RFUK promotes official recognition of
the local knowledge and traditional
methods used by indigenous and
traditional communities to sustain
rainforests. The Rainforest Foundation
helps forest people to develop and
protect sustainable livelihoods through
community-based enterprises and
the sensitive use of forest resources.
With partner organisations, we support
forest communities in negotiating with
timber companies, government and
other agencies so they can protect
their forests from threats like logging,
oil exploration and settlers.

Monitoring of illegal
logging in DRC

18
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During 2008 and 2009, the Rainforest
Foundation UK has been working
with both Bantu and ‘Pygmy’ forest
dependent communities in Bandundu
and Equateur provinces to monitor
logging activities on their traditional
lands and hold logging companies
to account for their actions. The
programme, carried out in collaboration
with the Congolese NGO Cercle pour
la Défense de l’Environnement et de
la Nature (CEDEN), has supported
6,000 Bantus and 1,500 ‘Pygmies’
in monitoring illegal logging, which
is having serious impacts on their

lives and livelihoods; at the same
time, the programme enabled
forest communities to improve their
understanding of current forestry
legislation, their rights, advocacy and
opportunity for community based forest
management.
As a result, communities have begun
work on developing territorial maps in
the rainforest of the Bikoro, Inongo,
Ingende, and Bongandanga territories.
The training has also been a means
raising awareness of the Forestry
Code, and how forest dependent

communities can use it to protect their
forests against illegal logging.
We will continue to work with local
communities and organisations, and
members of the Forestry Ministry to
ensure customary systems of forest
ownership and control are taken into
account in future policy and legislation,
with the ultimate goal of having these
communities protect and manage the
forests in which they live and on which
they depend for their livelihoods.

INFLUENCING LAW AND

Over the last year,
one of our main
focuses has been on
the continuing threats
to the forests of the
Democratic Republic
of Congo (DRC).

Since 2007, an official government
review, backed by the World Bank, has
been underway, to assess the legality
of more than 20 million hectares of
logging operations in DRC.
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The Government of DRC has also been
developing new legislation that would
enable communities to obtain rights
to local forests, and manage them for
their own benefit. This is a potentially
positive development, and we are
monitoring the situation closely and,
with our local partners, assisting by
providing advice on what the new law
should say.
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We have also been working with the
Congolese Government to set out
how the country’s forests should be
zoned for different uses. This could
be critical, as it is likely to determine
which forests are protected in the long
term, and which might be handed over
for logging companies or for conversion
to non-forest uses, such as palmoil plantations. We are particularly
concerned that local communities
may not be allowed to map the forests
which they inhabit and that, if they
want to put these areas off-limits to
logging companies or other outsiders,
then they should be allowed to.

Photo Credit: Kate Eshelby

The forestry policy in the DRC and the
process of deciding how the rainforests
will be managed and by whom is still
being clarified. The Forestry Code and
the Constitution both assert that the
land belongs to the State, though it
has traditionally belonged to different
clans and families. To date, these
traditional communities have been
excluded from the decision-making
processes that affect their rights to
rainforest land and forest resources.

These timber-felling licences had
mostly been handed out after a 2002
government decree banning any
new forestry operations. An internal
commission set up to assess whether
the logging operations should continue,
concluded that many should be
stopped. However the commission also
agreed to the ‘legalisation’ of many
operations that were originally illegally
established. Local people living in and
around these illegal operations had
very little chance to have their say.
Our local partner organisations in DRC
have been working with them to try
and ensure a better outcome from the
review process. We have been lobbying
the World Bank to ensure that where
logging operations are shut down,
the Congolese Government should be
assisted to make this happen in an
orderly way, so that local people should
be given alternative employment
opportunities.

Influencing law
and policy:
National Parks
in Gabon
RFUK and its local partner and NGO
Brainforest have entered into an
agreement with the National Parks
Agency to protect the rights of an
estimated 15,000 local and
indigenous people who live in
and around National Parks.

While the active pursuit of community
rights is still new to Gabon, Brainforest
are pioneering participatory research
and community consultations. The
work of Brainforest around Ivindo
National Park has attracted global
interest.

A total of 13 parks covering over 11%
of the national territory were created in
2002 without the consultation of these
people, who have since seen little
benefits and have increasingly been
denied access to traditional resources
and territories.

The project now underway will serve to
provide Gabonese civil society with a
comprehensive strategy to protect the
rights and livelihoods of communities
around National Parks in Gabon. This
strategy will bring together participatory
mapping, negotiations between
communities’ and government and
legal support to communities.

INFLUENCING LAW AND POLICY CONTINUED

WHERE THE RAINFOREST FOUNDATION WORKS
Key
RF UK
RF US
RF Norway

Cameroon
CAR
Congo-Brazzaville

Central African
Republic (CAR)
CAR has some 5 million hectares of
dense moist forests, which makes
up 8% of the national territory. These
forests are part of the Congo Basin
rainforest, the world’s second largest
rainforest after the Amazon. The forests
of south-western CAR contain some
of the most valuable timber in Central
Africa.
CAR rainforests are home to different
communities: Bantus and indigenous
peoples whose livelihoods strongly
depend on forest resources: “the forest
is our home and provides us our food”.
According to discussions with the
communities, they are becoming
vulnerable because of the erosion of
these resources.

Guyana
DRC
Gabon

Improving relevant
national laws related
to forest management
and indigenous
peoples’ rights is
hence fundamental to
tackle poverty within
forest communities.
The new Forest Code passed on the
17th of October 2008 introduced new
sections regarding the rights of local
communities to own forest lands and
use forest resources following lobbying
by RFUK along with local NGOs.
Whilst some of our suggestions were
taken into account, much more effort
is needed to articulate and integrate
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Malaysia

Suriname

Colombia

Indonesia
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local and indigenous communities’
rights into CAR forest legislation.
A draft law on the promotion and
protection of indigenous peoples in
CAR is also in the process of being
prepared by the government’s High
Commission on Human Rights. The
High Commission has declared its
willingness to commit to “taking
the lead in Africa” regarding legal
developments for the protection of
indigenous peoples’ rights.
RFUK and local NGOs have developed
strong partnerships in developing the IP
law, particularly by facilitating field trips
to indigenous peoples’ communities.
The project thereby created the
opportunity for joint trips of the High
Commission and NGO representatives
in the Lobaye and Sangha Mbaéré
prefectures in late 2008 and in 2009.

Papua New Guinea
Equador

Bolivia
Peru

Brazil
Paraguay

BALANCE SHEET

as at 31 December 2008
				
			
£
Fixed Assets
Tangible assets			
Investments			
			
Current Assets
Debtors - due within one year			
50,160
Cash at bank and in hand			
144,215
Fund raising stock		
2,335
			
196,710
Current Liabilities

To meet our mission to support indigenous peoples and traditional
populations of the world’s rainforest we strive to allocate our funding
as effectively and efficiently as possible.
In fact, during 2008, 82% of our
total income was spent directly on
programmes or campaigns working for
rights-based rainforest protection.

For the past few years our funding
and our work has focused on forests
and forest dependent communities
in the Congo Basin. Following this
trend, most of our funds in 2008 were
spent on initiatives in the Democratic
Republic of Congo, Congo-Brazzaville,
Cameroon, Gabon and the Central
African Republic.

Grants for overseas project work are
issued to local partner organisations.
All local partners are fully autonomous
organisations with their own financial
management and governance
structures. For further details on our
grant-making policy, please see our
audited accounts on our website.

Creditors - due within one year			
Net Current Assets			
Total Assets less Current Liabilities			
			
Reserves
Unrestricted			
Restricted			
Total Reserves			

2008		
£
£

2007
£

12,598
2
12,600

-

13,318
2
13,320

-

136,310
192,095
328,405

-

47,795
-

148,915
161,515

23,726
-

304,679
317,999		

-

53,545
107,970
161,515

-

105,796
212,203		
317,999

STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL ACTIVITES

for the year ended 31 December 2008

Unrestricted
£

Restricted
£

2008
£

2007
£

-

184,832

-

69,824
7,020

38,104
299,780

783,168
783,168

783,168
38,104
1,082,948

16,637

-

16,637

10,706

Fundraising and events

156,749

-

156,749

178,873

Charitable activities
Governance costs
Total resources expended

83,271
64,187
320,844

918,588
918,588

1,001,859
64,187
1,239,432

Income Resources Generated funds
Voluntary income:
Donations and grants
184,832
		
Activities for generating funds:
Events etc
69,824
Investment income
7,020

ACCOUNTS
Much of the work supported by the
Foundation is, by its very nature, long
term – as are its fundraising activities
which we strive to deliver as efficiently
as possible.

The Rainforest Foundation received
a total income of £1,082,948 and
we have small surplus of £161,515
which represents our unrestricted and
restricted reserves.

In 2008 we spent £1,239,432 on our
work, which included: £1,001,859 on
Programme work, Campaigning and
Research, £173,386 on Information,
Education and Fundraising and
£64,187 on Management and
Administration.

The charity generally has too few long
term reserves to make investments
possible. Any fund reserves are
generally held in a short notice
deposit account, where they generate
limited returns. The charity holds no
investment property. The main reason

for holding reserves is to ensure that
the charity has enough resources to
ensure that our programmes can be
supported through to their conclusion
or passed in an orderly manner to
another grant manager.
At 31 December 2008 we held fixed
assets of £12,600 and current assets
of £196,710. We had creditors of
£47,795. This results in net current
assets of £148,915.

Total income:
£1,082,948
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Charitable activities:
Grants and contracts
Other income
Total incoming resources
Resources Expended Cost of generating funds:
Costs of generating voluntary income

Net outgoing resources 				
before transfers
(21,064)
(135,420)
(156,484)
Transfer between funds
(31,187)
31,187
Net movement in funds
(52,251)
(104,233)
(156,484)
Fund balances brought forward
105,796
212,203
317,999
		
Fund balances carried forward
53,545
107,970
161,515

191,864		
116,203
9,533
676,079
993,679		

756,227
55,345
1,001,151		
(7,472)
(7,472)		
325,471
317,999

Partner Organisations

To All Our
Volunteers, Partners
and Supporters
Trusts, Foundations
and Charities
The following gave upwards
of £5,000 in 2007/8:
Big Lottery Fund, Citizenship
Foundation, Comic Relief, Cotmore
Trust, Cordaid, Global Witness, Ericson
Trust, John Ellerman Foundation,
Allan and Nesta Ferguson Charitable
Trust, Langdale Trust, Onaway Trust,
Rainforest Foundation Fund, Rainforest
Foundation Norway, Rowan Charitable
Trust, Ryklow Charitable Trust, and the
Charles H Stout Foundation.

Multilateral, Bilateral
and other Public
Sector Donors:

Individual Donors,
Interns & Volunteers:

Sébastien Dujardin, Arlin and Paula
Gree, Fleur Holve, Tom McDonough,
Department for International
Rebecca McIntosh, Sarah Lewis,
Development (DfID), International
Hakile Lipovica, Agnes Luczack, Ami
Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN). Meettook, Kam Meettoo, Mouna ElMujtahed, Chris Redston, Vydia Singh,
Soo Yau and Amelia Wheeler and Jon
Wood, and the “Virtual Rainforest“ that
successfully helped to raise more vital
We are grateful to the following
funds from the public...
individuals for remembering the
Rainforest Foundation UK in their wills, ...and all of those who wish to remain
ensuring that our work continues long
anonymous.
after their passing:
• In 2007, Brothers William and
Albert Bishop from Essex
• In 2008, Mrs N G Scaum
We are grateful to all our corporate
from Lancashire
partners and would in particular like
to express our thanks to Britvic,
Bamboo Clothing, Deutsche Bank
Asset Management, Lexmark and
Lisa Hoffman Skin Care.

Legacies:

Corporate Partners:
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(CEDEN)
• Centre National d’Appui au 		
Africa:
Développement et à la Participation
• Indigenous Peoples of Africa
Populaire (CENADEP)
• Coordinating Committee (IPACC)
• Coordination des Paysans 		
Pisciculteurs du Kivu (COPPI)
Cameroon:
• Appui à l’Autopromotion des Femmes • Dynamique Autochtone
Environnement, Ressources 		
de Boumba et Ngoko (AAFEBEN)
Naturelles & Développement (ERND)
• Centre d’Action pour le
• Organisation Concertée des
Développement Durable des
Ecologistes et Amis de la
Autochtones Pygmées (CADDAP)
Nature (OCEAN)
• Centre d’Appui au Développement
• Réseau des Associations 		
Rural (CADER)
Autochtones Pygmées (RAPy)
• Centre pour l’Environnement et le
• Réseau pour la Conservation et
Développement (CED)
la Réhabilitation des Ecosystèmes
• Centre pour l’Education, la 		
Forestiers du Nord – Kivu
Formation et l’Appui aux Initiatives
(Réseau CREF)
de Développement au Cameroun
• Réseau de Ressources Naturelles
(CEFAID)
(RRN)
• Forêts et Développement Rural 		
• Union pour l’Émancipation des 		
(FODER)
Femme Autochtones (UEFA)
• Organisation d’Appui au 		
Développement Rural (ORADER)
Gabon:
• Organisation pour la Protection de
• Brainforest
l’Environnement, la Recherche et
l’Appui au Développement (PERAD)
Republic of Congo:
• Réseau Recherche Actions
• Association de défense et de 		
Concertées Pygmée (RACOPy)
promotion des Peuples
Autochtones (ADPPA)
Central African Republic:
• Observatoire Congolais des Droits
• Maison de l’Enfant et de la
de l’Homme (OCDH)
Femme Pygmées (MEFP)
Peru:
DRC:
• Centro Asháninka del Rio Ene
• Centre d’Accompagnement des
(CARE)
Autochtones Pygmées et Minoritaires
• ECO Asháninka
Vulnérables (CAMV)
• Cercle pour la Défense de
l’Environnement et de la Nature

Staff
Executive Director: Simon Counsell
Programme Manager:
Francesca Thornberry
Programme Coordinator, Gabon/
Cameroon: Martijn ter Heegde
Programme Coordinator, DRC:
Dr Giulia Pedone
Programme Coordinator, Central
African Republic/Republic of Congo/
Land Tenure, Congo Basin:
Samuel Dieval
Programme Coordinator, Peru and
the Andean Amazon: Dr Erika Bjureby
Policy Advisor, Forests and Climate:
Nathaniel Dyer
Programme Advisor, Participatory
GIS, Congo Basin:
Georges Thierry Handja
Programme Officer, Participatory
Mapping: Joe Eisen
Programme Officer: Emma Almeras
Press, Media and Communications
Advisor: Clare Morgan
Head of Fundraising: Petra Fleischer
Individual Giving Fundraiser:
Kirstie Hayward
Events Coordinator: Matilde Ferone
Finance and Office Manager:
Pat Fevre
Office Administrator: Adam Tucker

Board of Trustees
Chair: John Paul Davidson
Secretary: Dr John Hemming
Treasurer: Mark Campanale
Richard Reoch, Ms Louise Morriss,
Dr Helen Newing and Zac Goldsmith

Founding Patrons
Sting and Trudie Styler
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